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1 Introduction

This chapter contains the motivation and outlining of the paper.

1.1 Motivation

Segmentation is one of the more important fields in image processing, and also the base of any interpretation of objects in the image. This field is a challenge that has been studied for many years. There are many different approaches to the problem both based on mathematics and more ad hoc solutions. The development of faster computers has helped a lot, but still can not rival a human in any way.

Genetic algorithms have been used by many fields in image processing, and are often used in “ill posed” situations. It has already been used for helping single segmentation algorithms, but never in a scale as tried in this paper. This is what makes the challenge.

The purpose of this paper is to try to improve segmentation without changing or trying to improve the already existing segmentation algorithms. This will hopefully lay some foundation in the field that can be developed further. If successful it might help taking basic segmentation one step further.

The text of the assignment is written below [Figure 1-1].

Evaluate the benefits of having more than one segmentation algorithm available, when segmenting images from different domains with a genetic algorithm.

Use the genetic algorithm with one segmentation algorithm at a time, and compare the results to the use of more than one algorithm, and the ability to use a sequence of segmentation algorithms. The comparison should be pixel by pixel, hit or miss determined by a manual segmentation of the picture. Time, quality and the consistency between time and quality should be considered. The time to get an adequate solution. The quality of the solution.

Figure 1-1 Assignment
1.2 Outlining of the paper

The paper is divided into eight chapters. The different chapters contain.

- Chapter one is just an introduction.
- Chapter two and three contain the background knowledge that is needed.
- Chapter four combines the background knowledge for making the system.
- Chapter five is construction choices and implementation.
- Chapter six contains the results and discussion about them.
- Chapter seven is the conclusion.
- Chapter seven is last with the references.
2 Image processing and understanding

Image processing and understanding are processes where a computer is preparing, analysing, interpreting and understanding information about and contained in an image [1]. There are many kinds of information that can be contained by an image, and also information about an image. It can be classification, recognition and relational information and so on. The ultimate goal is to get a computer to use images as well as a human and maybe better.

Figure 2-1 Image processing and understanding
There are many steps in processing and understanding an image [Figure 2-1] [1] and each step is built on the previous one. Even though each step has to get certain information from the previous step, the previous step can be completed in many different ways. This is as long as the step after receives the necessary information. For example step three has to give a set of regions to step four. There are many ways to segment an image without interfering much with the next steps. This is the reason that there are so many different ways to segment a picture. Some schemes have a certain domain where they are better suited than other schemes. Some need more background information than others. Some algorithms are designed to be combined with other algorithms to get a suitable result.

There is no one algorithm that is always the best choice. The success of an algorithm is always dependant on the domain and the knowledge about the domain. The domain can be everything from trees and dogs to magnetic resonance images or radar images.

2.1 Image processing techniques and representation

This chapter is about some of the principals in image processing.

2.1.1 Pre-processing

Pre-processing of images is all about preparing the image for processing. It can be everything from conversion and restoration to enhancement of the picture. Everything that is happening before the main algorithm can be viewed as pre-processing. Also including noise filtration, smoothing of areas, enhance edges and remove distortions.

Images are often represented as one channel grey images, or a three or four channel RGB images [2]. This may be dependent on the sensor or camera that captured the image. The first thing is to convert the image into a suitable colour space, for instance HIS (Hue Saturation Intensity) space [3]. Then the rest of the filtration and enhancement may be done. There is a lot of research in this area, [4][5][6] are some references. Pre-processing is often important to enhance output, but I will not go further into the matter in this report.

2.1.2 Segmentation

The segmentation process is the process of dividing an image into parts/segments. These segments are supposed to divide the image into non overlapping relatively homogenous regions. Regions that are close to each other can be merged if they have similar pixels [7][8][9]. Mathematically it can be written like this:

$$\bigcup_{i=1}^{S} R_i \quad R_i \cap R_j = \emptyset \quad i \neq j$$

This is for a complete segmentation of the image R with the final set of regions. $R_1 \ldots R_S$ [1].
**Under-segmenting**
Under-segmentation divides the picture into too few regions, and often removes the accuracy of the segments.

**Over-segmenting**
Over-segmentation divides the picture into too many regions. There are still too many details. I some cases this is a desirable starting point for segmentation algorithms.

### 2.1.3 Segmentation algorithms

There are a lot of segmentation algorithms with different qualities. Everything from knowledge based algorithms to statistical ones. The six first written about here are used in the system. The algorithms under “other well known algorithms” are just examples of other possible algorithms.

**Threshold**
The Threshold algorithm is one of the simplest segmentation algorithms [7]. There are some different versions of this algorithm, but the main idea is as following. A number is picked between the extremes of the picture values. Then all the values that are higher than that value is set to the maximum value and the other values set to the minimum value. There are ways to make this algorithm better and more complex. One way is to use more than one threshold, and thus getting more than two values in the result. This way will give more difficulties when deciding what the threshold values should be. Other schemes to improve this algorithm are dividing the picture in different parts before segmenting, or using some schemes for automatic determining a useful threshold value or values.

**Watershed**
The watershed algorithm is a region based segmentation algorithm [10]. An easy way to explain the watershed algorithm is to imagine the images as a landscape or three dimensional images with the pixel values as the height. Then the water level is raised step for step. The places where the pixels penetrate the surface new basins (segments) are made. These basins are expanded when the water level is raised further. When two basins merge a dam is made, so that the basins are kept separate. The problem with this algorithm is when one pixel could become a part of two or more basins. There are many ways of deciding which basin the pixel will become a part of, but no standard approach.

**Edge based segmentation**
An edge based algorithm uses the edges found in the image to segment it. There are some different ways to find edges. Using filers is often an easy way to do it. Both simple filters like a Sobel [7][11] filter and more complex like Gauss filter can be used [7]. What these filters do is to change the information in the image, so that sudden changes get a high value and low changes get a small value. Afterwards some other processing can be done. Like taking all the small value areas that are surrounded by high levels as segments.
Maximum likelihood
The maximum likelihood algorithm is a recursive algorithm [12]. It starts with the most likely connection between two parts often pixels. Then recalculates the probabilities between the parts/pixels and using the newly formed part as one part. This is done repeatedly until the result is satisfactory. This algorithm needs some information of number of segments or another way to stop it.

Mean Shift
The Mean Shift algorithm is a simple interactive procedure that shifts each data point to the average of data points in its neighbourhood [13]. This procedure is repeated several times to achieve the final answer. The way the neighbourhood is weighed is important. Different weightings give very different results.

Split Merge
Split merge is a recursive segmentation algorithm [7]. First it splits the image into many small and homogenous parts. The criterion for not splitting segments any further is quite strict, and divides the image into too many segments. Then the different segments are combined to remove extra boundaries. The rate of splitting and merging should be controlled when initializing the algorithm.

Other well known segmentation algorithms
There are quite a lot of other segmentation algorithms. Some of these are:

- Canny Edge Detector [7]
- Active contour models [7]
- Markov Random Fields segmentation [9]

2.2 Extraction of low level features
Features are short descriptions or properties based on the image [14]. The different features can be made from segments/regions, groups of segments or from the whole image. Low level features are very often numerical and represented in a feature vector like this: $\mathbf{D} = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k]$. The different features can be used to compare trial segmentation with a perfect set of features.

2.3 Grouping or mapping to high level features
High level features describe relation between regions or groups of regions. It can also be grouping of low level features. These high level features are often represented with symbols. It is important to choose which features that are appropriate to which object.

2.4 Object recognition
Object recognition/classification is identifying groups of regions based on the high level features. This is usually done by comparing high lave features to a classification of objects. This can be done by taking the Euclidian distance [15].
2.5 Image interpretation

Image interpretation is about the final “solution” for a system or “the little bit extra”. This is done by evaluating the relation between the objects. For example understanding more about the situation the objects are in. This is most often done by AI-related reasoning. The interpretation is based on a knowledge models. Two possible systems types here are logic based systems and case based reasoning [16].

2.6 Domain knowledge

This chapter is a short introduction to domain knowledge in image understanding. This is a quite important part when making an algorithm that is supposed to work with different domains.

To group, recognise, and understanding an image in an automatic image understanding process, is often an “ill-posed” problem [17]. There are lot of difficulties that the system has to be able to deal with. It can be everything from lighting to shadows, distortions in the lens, object rotation and so on. Domain knowledge is knowledge that can help telling the algorithm something about the picture and thus helping the image processing and understanding process. The domain knowledge can be all kinds of information. It can be everything from possible objects in the image to time of day. The more domain knowledge there is about an image, the smaller the search space will be for the system.

2.6.1 Knowledge representation

Domain knowledge is knowledge and expertise from a special field that a computer program is fed, given or taught [18][19]. The knowledge may be procedural or declarative [9]. Procedural is how to do a thing. This is hard coded knowledge. While declarative knowledge is about a thing, often symbolic and not hard coded.

2.6.2 Different kinds of domain knowledge

The domain knowledge in image processing and understanding can often be divided into two kinds of knowledge. These are non-pictorial knowledge and image knowledge. Non-pictorial knowledge is information about the image [20] such as:

- Type of sensor
- Where the image was taken
- Time of day
- Kind of weather
- Time of Year

The image knowledge is the information about the properties in the image. Like pixel ranges and information about the spectrum and so forth. One key element about domain knowledge is what knowledge to store. A good choice here can save a lot of time and really improve the search.
2.7 Case Based Reasoning

The reason for looking at Case Based Reasoning (CBR) [21][22][23], is that this is a group of systems where the system like the one proposed in this report can be used. Not directly for processing but for making the first case base, or processing cases that are not already in the case base. In case based reasoning the experience in the system is stored as cases in a case database. Each case contains a description of the problem, a solution and often also some results. To solve a new problem, it is compared to the other problems already stored in the database. Similar problems are retrieved as a probable solution. Then the solution is run, and the results checked. Finally the new problem is stored in the database. One problem with this approach is to make a start database with cases, and when the new problems are far from the cases already stored. This is solved by either manually solving the problem or solving it by using a system like the one proposed in this paper. An example of a CBR cycle is shown in [Figure 2-2][23].

![Figure 2-2 CBR cycle](image)

The papers [21] and [24] by Petra Perner are about CBR used in image processing and understanding systems. In [24] CBR is used to optimize low level segmentation, and in [21] and [9] CBR is used throughout the Image understanding process.
3 Genetic algorithms

Genetic algorithms are based on nature’s evolution, and are used in problems that are “ill-posed”. Especially when certain criteria are fulfilled [1] [16] [25]:

- The search space is big complex and poorly understood
- Domain knowledge is scarce or the expert knowledge is hard to use for ordinary searches
- No adequate mathematical analysis
- Traditional search methods fail

In nature, natural selection is used to find which chromosomes that gets to pass on its genes [9][26]. The genes that are passed on to the next generation are done so through mating. In this way nature will always adapt itself to the situation it is in [27]. This quality is the basic principle that is tried to recreated in genetic algorithms [16][25]. In genetic algorithms chromosomes is often called chromosomes. Genetic algorithms are about shuffle, change and combining genes. Some will be passed on to the next generation through mating and mutation, and some will not. The following three criteria have to be fulfilled to make a genetic algorithm work. The criteria are:

- The chromosomes have to be designed.
- A fitness function for evaluating the chromosomes (gives fitness values)
- A method to choose chromosomes based on fitness must be constructed.

Throughout the whole process a gene pool is used. A gene pool is a collection of chromosomes that contains different genes. The gene pool is developed in steps from generation to generation, just like in the nature. In contrast to nature, genetic algorithms are often designed to find one “best” chromosome and not a whole pool of chromosomes. There can be some exceptions when algorithms need more width in the final result.

3.1 Generation of chromosomes

All the chromosomes in a genetic algorithm must have a structure. How the structure should be, depends on the problem it is designed for. The information the chromosomes are going to contain comes from the problem, directly or indirectly. The problem may also give directions to how the information should be organized. The information can be structured in a multitude of ways. The structure can for example be simple binary values in a array with fixed length, or numbers with a big variation in arrays of different lengths. It does not have to be arrays either. The chromosomes can also be represented by other structures like trees [Figure 3-1] [28], or more specialized structures for more special purposes [29].
If the chromosomes are represented in a very complex way, it can lead to problems with pairing/mating (crossing) and mutation. Possible problems might be solved by creating new functions for mutating and pairing. If the representation have little flexibility, it may not be possible to do all the kinds of crossing. In that way the representation put down limitations of ways the population can develop. The cause of more complex representations can be that the problem contains certain structures like trees, strings or connection of values that do not correspond to real numbers or floating numbers. Problems can also arise because of rigid length or ordering of the numbers.

If you take the other approach and try to make very free and easy structures, another problem may arise. If the chromosomes are not made complex enough, it is not certain that the problem can be represented in a satisfactory way. One example of this is not being able to exploiting the properties of the problem in the search. It is a difficult compromise to find a good structure, because if it is too rigid, the system might not be able to search the whole search space.

There is much to consider when making the structure of the chromosome. The chromosomes can often be broken down into smaller groups or single values. If there are some properties in the chromosome that are more closely tied than other, it may be beneficial to group these parts together. The more the structure is divided in parts, the more rigid will the structure be. The values contained in the structure will also command the different ways the chromosomes can be paired and mutated. Values in the genes that are uniform in range and type may be interchanged, but there may be problems with values that are not uniform. With uniform values a part in the beginning of one string can be put in an arbitrary part of another string and still produce a valid structure. This is easy if the gene strings consists of one kind of values. If there are different types of values, there have to be constructed special functions to get the same interchangeability. Even then the effect will not be the same as with uniform values. The properties of the values also command how you can mutate the values in a sensible way [30].

All the chromosomes in the pool must be constructed in the first generation. There are many ways to generate a start generation. The easiest can be to make all the chromosomes with random values. This will create a new start point every time. It is also possible to devise a method that from certain criteria prefers some values in favor of others. In this way it is possible to get some control on how the start pool looks [31]. The start pool can effectively shorten the search time for the optimal chromosome, but might lead to neglect of other solutions if there are other possibilities that are acceptable. It might also be desirable to make some new chromosomes in later generation to prevent that the genes are so unidirectional that the algorithm get stuck in local maxima/minima.
3.2 Pairing and mutation

There are many ways to change chromosomes in the development of new generations. The most common ways of doing this is divided into two groups. These groups are paring and mutation. Inside these groups, there are many different possibilities, and it is also possible to do both on the same chromosome.

3.2.1 Pairing

Pairing is briefly told, to choose two chromosomes and mix parts of the chromosomes with each other [1][16][25]. In pairing the structure plays an important part. In a tree structure it will be natural to do pairing in a different way than with strings of genes. The rigidity of the length of the chromosomes is also important for the possibilities in pairing of chromosomes. Chromosomes with a rigid length will often have reduced capability possibilities when it comes to pairing.

There are different ways of pairing chromosomes. One of the simplest ones is the one point crossover [Figure 3-2]. This method is about finding a random point, and switching the last part of the chromosomes. The result is two chromosomes that might give better result than the two original chromosomes. It is also possible to make a two point crossover. This is the same as a one point crossover, only with two points. This effect can be achieved by making two one point crossovers with different points. Doing one point crossovers several times with different points, will result in a multipoint crossover [32]. If the chromosomes can have different lengths, it is possible to choose different crossover points in the two chromosomes that are getting paired [Figure 3-3 Non uniform crossover]. This will give different lengths on the result chromosomes.

![Figure 3-2 Uniform crossover](image-url)
Pairing can also be done on other structures. If doing a crossover with tree structures [Figure 3-4 Tree structure crossover], a different kind of dividing point must be found in the structure. Everything from that point and below should be changed [28]. Except from this it works like with strings. All the different structures will have different ways to be crossed.

3.2.2 Mutation

In the development from generation to generation it is also possible to mutate a chromosome which is getting to the next generation. Both chromosomes that are already paired and chromosomes that are not paired can be mutated. Mutation is simply taking a random part of the chromosome and changing it [Figure 3-5]. The part that is changed is often only one value, but if there are some connections between several values there might be wise to change all the parts that belong together. The change can either be random, or done according to some kind of distribution.
The different distributions that can be used depend on the structure and type of value. If it is a bit, it will be either inversion or random setting. If it is a real number, it is possible to use all kinds of distributions. Gauss distribution or uniform distribution is often used for mutation. The gauss distribution can simply be control by setting different variances. It can for example be possible to use this for simulated annealing.

### 3.2.3 Evaluation

All the chromosomes have to be evaluated to find which chromosomes that is supposed to be paired and mutated. The function that tests the chromosome have to be based on the problem that is to be solved [1][16][25]. The purpose is to make a function that gives better and better value the closer the attempt is the perfect answer. The function that does this is called a fitness function and the chromosome gets a fitness value.

The evaluation function should not take too much processing time in comparison to the time used by each chromosome. This because then the algorithm will be very slow, and the whole genetic algorithm will be slower. The hard part is to find a good compromise. The result has to be a function that gives good enough results in reasonable time. A fitness function that gives a perfect distance to the optimal answer would be perfect [Figure 3-6]. The next best is a function that gives values that is strongly rising toward the global maximum, or strongly sinking towards the global minimum [Figure 3-7]. Unfortunately these fitness functions are often very difficult to make, if not possible. That means the function have one or more local minima/maxima [Figure 3-8]. It might also be that the function has some parts with flat eras or areas that are sloping toward local maxima/minima. These areas can easily lead to bad results, and a bigger number of chromosomes or more luck is needed to hit areas that slope to acceptable values. Sometimes a local maximum/minimum can be good enough, but often it is not desirable.

![Figure 3-6 Perfect fitness function](image1.png)
3.3 Selection

Which chromosomes that are used further and what actions made on which chromosomes selected are based on the fitness value [Figure 3-9] [1] [16] [25]. There are many ways to choose between the chromosomes. If the fitness function always gives a correct distance from perfect fitness it is easy to choose chromosomes based on the fitness value. For example a double fitness value can give double the possibility of a certain chromosome is chosen. If it is a strongly sinking or raising it is also possible to choose the closest chromosomes. The better the fitness function is, the narrower the selection can be. That means if a fitness function might have some local minima/maxima, it might be good to make a broader selection of chromosomes. As the pool develops it might be a good idea to change the level of favoring fitness. This can be done by simulated annealing. The different levels of favoring are for maximizing the speed, but the same time getting a broad enough search.
3.4 Evolution

Genetic algorithms are not guaranteed to come up with an optimal solution in reasonable time, but are an attempt to get an adequate solution within reasonable time. In genetic algorithms there is developed a gene pool generation for generation. Every generation the chromosomes go through an evaluation, selection and possible pairing and mutation. The result of this gives the next generation. The genetic algorithm can be written like this in pseudo code [1] [16]:

Start genetic algorithm
   Time = 0
   Generate first generation
   Condition (While not finished)
      Evaluate chromosomes
      Select chromosomes
      Do pairing and mutations
      Keep chromosomes that are going to next generation
      Set Time = Time +1
      Go to condition
   End condition
End algorithm

3.4.1 Size of gene pool

The size of the gene pool should be determined by several different factors. Two important factors are the quality of the fitness function and the size of the search space. If the fitness function has few locale minima/maxima, fewer chromosomes will be needed because it will be more areas that lead to satisfactory results. A bigger search space can give a reason to increase the number of chromosomes. The number of chromosomes does not have to be constant. It can vary from generation to generation, but there should be a thought-through policy on how to increase or shrink the size of the gene pool. If getting too many chromosomes there will be a lot of processing per generation, and too few too few will cause a narrower search.

3.4.2 Search intensity

To avoid problems with locale minima/maxima it is a good idea to start with a wide spread of chromosomes in the search space. As the search progress the search might be narrow around the best results. There are different ways to change the search width. It is possible to increase the favoring of good fitness values. Also intensifying mutation or restrict the reach of the mutation will narrow the search. If a gauss function is used, it is easy to lower the variance to achieve a narrower search. There are also possibilities to change the way the pairing is done, but this is often specific to how the chromosomes are structured and what is represented in the chromosomes.

One problem by changing the selection and mutation during the search is when to intensify the search. It is very difficult to know in advance how fast the algorithm will converge towards a solution. How fast the algorithm is converging is often different each time it is run.
There are two ways to deal with this problem. One approach is to set a fixed number of
generations for changing the intensity. Another is to set some criteria regarding fitness values
in the gene pool. It might be very difficult setting a good parameter for how many generations
the algorithm needs to get a good enough answer, because it may differ each time you run it.

3.4.3 Stop criteria

When deciding criteria for when to stop the algorithm, it is important to guess the quality of
the chromosome and how far from the best chromosome the system is [1][16][25]. It is very
seldom that these things are known. It may just be a local minimum/maximum that is found.
The choice of stop criterion should be tightly tied to how dense the search is. It is good to
have a very dense search around the best results just before stopping the algorithm.

It is possible to set a number of generations the algorithm will do. This is a very easy solution
that can be combined with simulated annealing. The number of generation will then be the
criterion for how dense the search is. This approach can be adjusted from search to search to
better suit the problem. Often a more automatic way to do this is wanted.

There are many possibilities when making a stop criterion. It is also possible to have more
than one stop criterion. The fitness is the most common factor in the criterion beside the
number of generation it is working on. The criterion may be something as easy as a threshold
telling that if a better fitness than the threshold is found, the algorithm is stopped. If using a
threshold, it may give some problems. If it is too easy to achieve, it will be stopping the
algorithm to early, and the other way around. This is often solved by using more than one
criterion.

3.5 Image processing with genetic algorithms

There are many ways to use genetic algorithms in image understanding. This is because
genetic algorithms can be used in fields where the search space is very big. It is also possible
to evaluate how good an attempt is in image understanding thus making it possible to make
some sort of fitness function.

In many cases the objects that can appear in the image are already known. This makes the
problem, not knowing what kind of distortions the object might be exposed to. From another
angle the system is given a distorted image and is supposed to find what in the image that is
interesting. Finally you often have to classify the important parts of the image [33][34][35],
and this connects to the objects that might be in the image.

Fitness is often based on some ideal version when genetic algorithms are used more directly
in image understanding. Or more correctly the distance to this perfect version. If the object
can be anywhere in the image, it might be far too many possibilities, and to difficult to find
good ways to compare pixel with pixel. The challenge is to find out what kind of
representation that is desirable. This is of course in addition to make methods that can
estimate the difference between the ideal representation and the representation found in the
image.
Segmentation with different algorithms without genetic algorithm
In [36] there are used different algorithms to segment an image. Four algorithms are used, but are not put in any kind of sequence. The scheme is to select the best algorithm based on properties in the image. The selection procedure has to be taught interactively, but is automatic after fully trained. The algorithm with the highest rank based on the properties form the image, is regarded as optimal when used automatically. Most of the paper is about the selection algorithm and the training of it. A test system is trained and tested to see how good the system actually can be. The trained selection algorithm was tested on 9000 images and the result was a 97.5 percent correct selection of segmentation algorithm.

Narrowing search space
Genetic algorithms can also be used to narrow the search space in image understanding. This is done in [37]. The goal here is to diagnose the image of a retina. The genetic algorithm is not used directly, but is used to find out which parts/objects that are of most interest. Reducing the number of parts that are searched for will make the algorithm faster. When using the most significant parts the accuracy will not be compromised too much. The processing cost will be less with no regard to which algorithm you use afterwards.

Help for neural net that segments images
Genetic algorithms can also be used to help other algorithms to process images. In [38] genetic algorithms are use to help and train a neural net to better classify images. The neural net is trained by sending pixels through a training network. The chromosomes have two parts, one contains how much change the training is supposed to cause, and the other how big influence previous training should have. It is checked if the training is better or worse by taking the Euclidian distance from the right classification. With the help of genetic algorithms they evolve better and better training, so that they can train the network at the right speed. It is shown that all the genes that are left have more or less the same values. The result is a good estimate on the best parameters for training the neural net.

3.6 Segmentation with genetic algorithms
There are many ways to use genetic algorithms in segmentation [8][39][40]. Here two articles using genetic algorithms for segmenting are summarized

Tuning range segmentation
In [41] is a genetic algorithm used in segmentation. The system is not segmenting regular color or gray scale image, but Range Images. Range Images are pictures that show how far away an item/object is. Every pixel in the image shows the distance to the point it hits, instead of showing the color of that point. This representation gives somewhat special qualities when trying to segment. The system has to find surfaces/planes that correspond to the values in the image, in stead of finding areas with similar colors. The surfaces may be curved, plane or any other shape that may be captured in this way. Another difference from ordinary pictures is the edges. In range images the edges are not big differences in value. The edges in the images are just changes in plane normal. It is the surfaces converging there that dictate if it is an edge or not.

It is not used a lot of time on the segmentation algorithm in [41]. They already have two algorithm to segment Range Images. The genetic algorithm is used to optimize the already existing algorithms. The problem to optimize parameters in the algorithm is caused by an
uneven function with a lot of local maxima/minima. They have chosen to use a genetic algorithm because it is a widely tested and utilized type of method. The special part here is the way they use the gene pool in the search. This pool is increased and reduced in an uneven fashion. The method that adds new chromosomes is partially random. The removal of the chromosome is also random, but also based on some on fitness and age of the chromosome. To make a fitness value they have four different values they put together to one value.

- Correct segmentation
- Over-segmentation
- Under-segmentation
- Miss segmentation
- Noise segmentation

In the article there are two algorithms to adjust the values to. Both algorithms are segmentation algorithms. That means that the same evaluation function is used for both algorithms. The genes have to be built for each of the two algorithms because of different parameters in the different algorithms. The rest is reusable without much modification. The results from using the genetic algorithm to find the parameters work excellent on one of the algorithms. On the other it worked only ok, but in that algorithm there were no data on what the different parameters meant. That implies it was impossible to put relations between the different parameters.

**Segmentation with long term gene pool**
In article [42] normal distortions of the images found in the real world are handled. It might be the different time of day, time of year and type of weather. The genetic algorithms are used for searching through the parameter combination for segmentation. Before segmenting the picture, a quite extensive statistical analysis is done on the picture. This reveals different qualities in the picture. This pre information is used to choose chromosomes in the start-pool for the genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm is then run until a satisfactory result.

The most special and interesting part in this article, is the way chromosomes are put in the start pool [42]. They keep the fitness values from the pre analysis, parameters from the genetic algorithm and fitness value. These values are kept in a long term gene pool. This long term gene pool is modified every time the genetic algorithm produces a new result. This gene pool is helping to choose what parameters should be used. This technique seems to achieve good results.

**Transformation search**
There are possibilities for using genetic algorithms also after the segmentation is finished. The result pool can have different results that are parts of the perfect answer. In [43] a different angle than usual segmentation is used. Here matching partially visible object in an image is attempted. The purpose is to find the least amount of transforms to get to the reference image. It can be many reasons that the object is only partially visible. One possibility is that the object is partially covered by other objects. Another is that parts of the object is in the shadow such a way that it is difficult to segment as one object.

A genetic algorithm is set up to search the different transformations. As an evaluation the transformed picture is compared to a solution image. The fitness function is just checking if the images have the same pixels on the same place. The chromosomes are sets of transformations that are used before the result transformation is tested. This way a set of
transformations giving the best possible hit compared with the solution picture is found. This example is just a little experiment that shows good opportunities, but demands some more work.
4 Theory foundation

There are many aspects when making a genetic algorithm with a pool of segmentation algorithms. This chapter is about what parts are needed and the problems that can arise when trying to build such a system. The first chapter is a short summary of what is preferred for a complete commercial system. The second chapter is some more detailed thoughts around each part and its problems and solutions. The system is examined part by part, because of the complexity of the system.

To test all the aspects that arise around such a system a lot more time is needed. The goal is to make a test system and see how the results are, and what might be done further. The results will show if a genetic algorithm with a pool of segmentation algorithms is feasible and will work.

4.1 Concept

The problem can be divided into several parts. Here is a short summary of what each part should contain.

4.1.1 Segmentation algorithms

The first part is to get a large pool with segmentation algorithms, preprocessing algorithms and maybe other algorithms that might be useful. All the algorithms should take several parameters that control how they function. It might be possible to make more than one pool if there are many algorithms.

4.1.2 Genetic algorithm

The genetic algorithm has to be able to choose algorithms from an algorithm pool or pools. It also has to be able to sequence them, so that more than one algorithm may be in a chromosome.

There are several functions that have to be possible to do with the chromosomes. They are:

- Re-sequencing algorithms inside the chromosomes
- Pairing of two chromosomes
- Mutate an chromosome

Some functions have to be possible to run on the algorithms. These are:

- Pairing of two algorithms
- Mutate an algorithm

A way to combine the possibilities of the chromosomes and the algorithms has to be devised. This solution has to be flexible, because it is the center of the system and has to accommodate
many different algorithms. It also should have stop criteria, so that it may be stopped when further processing is not needed.

### 4.1.3 Fitness function

This is a part of the genetic algorithm, but a very important one. A fitness function has to be made. It has to give a clear fitness even though there are several different segmentation algorithms involved. The fitness function can either be generic and used by many domains, or it has to be possible to change the function. This means either one general fitness function or several fitness functions that are used for different domains.

### 4.1.4 Result presentation

It is desirable to be able to view the different results and the progress of the system. The results have to be stored in a way that it is possible to analyze the progress as well as the results. The storing of the results should be done in such a way that the same results are not repeated, but also easy to view.

### 4.2 Thorough study

There are a lot of different problems preparing for such a system like this. Exactly how of the different parts that will affect each others, is very difficult to say without really doing thorough calculation. It is not even certain that such calculations are possible at all. The reason for this is because of the complexity of the system and the genetic algorithm part of the system is based on chance. The complexity is why the system is taken part by part when examined. Both problems and some solutions are looked at. It may not be all the problems and solutions but the more general ones.

#### 4.2.1 Segmentation algorithms

The first part is finding a lot of different segmentation algorithms. There are several possibilities for getting segmentation algorithms. They are:

- Implement algorithms from scratch
- Implement algorithms from a pseudo code
- Translate algorithms from other programming languages
- Finding already implemented algorithms

The first three options take much work especially the first one, but will also give control on how the different parameters are used in the code. Finding an already implemented algorithm does not give control like this without getting the source code. If the source code is available it is possible to make some changes, but this will take time. There are also some more things to consider when choosing segmentation algorithms. It is not just to take a lot of segmentation algorithms. They should be based on different principals and/or function in different ways.
This will give different solutions to the segmentation. There are also some other properties that has to be considered when selecting algorithms. These properties are:

- Quality of the segmentation
- Processing time
- Number of attributes
- Search space

The quality of the segmentation is obvious why is important. The others are important especially since they are used in a genetic algorithm.

The speed of an algorithm has to be taken into the account when deciding which algorithms to take into the pool. If an algorithm is very slow, it will take a lot of time to test the chromosomes with this algorithm. That means the genetic algorithm will be very slow, and will use a lot of time to get a satisfactory result. Even if just one algorithm is slow, it will have considerable consequences for the speed of the genetic algorithm. Also more algorithms will always take more time. This is because the search space will be larger and needs more chromosomes [Figure 4-1]. The time issue will also apply if adding preprocessing algorithms. It may be possible that in some cases preprocessing algorithms can speed up some of the segmentation algorithms. This is because of more uniform image to segment thus less processing, but it might also shrink the size of the search space if not optional. Also if an algorithm has more “permutations” of attributes there will be a larger search space.

If there are different sizes of the search space for the different algorithms, there may become problems with the favoring of algorithms. Algorithms with small search spaces may get better before the other algorithms have come far enough in their search.

![Figure 4-1  Search space and number of algorithms](image.png)
4.2.2 Genetic algorithm

The genetic algorithm is the core of the system. This is where all the parts come together, and it is very important to get it as robust yet flexible as possible.

4.2.2.1 Chromosome design

The first thing is how long the chromosomes should be. The possible length of the chromosome will have big influence on the size of the search space. Since it has influence on the search space it also influences time the genetic algorithm will need. The possibility of longer chromosomes will not only slow the genetic algorithm down, it will give the opportunity to search a larger search space. The possible length of chromosomes should depend on the algorithms in the pool. Here are four factors quite important.

- Processing time
- Search space
- If prone to under or over segmentation
- If it converts the image

Processing time and search space will have impact on how long it will take for the genetic algorithm to find a good result. This might make the algorithm very slow if combined with long chromosomes. If prone to under or over segmentation and if it converts the picture will tell more about the possibility of improving the results by having longer sequences of algorithms.

The length of the chromosomes will put restrictions on the structure of the chromosomes. If allowed to have only one algorithm per chromosome, it will be easier to design the chromosomes than if it has to be variable length. The chromosomes that allow flexible length are probably the best way for this kind of system, because of the larger search space and flexibility.

The next thing to consider when designing the structure is if there are some divisions of the values in the chromosomes. The top level of values is algorithms. The difference in how the preprocessing algorithms and segmentation algorithms function can make it possible to divide the different kinds of algorithms [Figure 4-2]. An example is one pool for pre processing algorithms, one pool for over-segmenting algorithms and one for under-segmenting algorithms. All the different pools can be set to a suitable size. The search space is effectively decreased, if dividing the different kinds of algorithms. This will cause some algorithms to always come before others. Preprocessing algorithms are often a little bit different, when it comes to having many in a row. They often work best with many after each other, because they only change the information in the picture a little bit. For example blurring and median filter. The will both have a good effect even when the other algorithm have run.
Figure 4-2  Division of pre-processing and segmentation algorithms

The chromosomes consist of different algorithms, in different order. When it is possible have different algorithms on different places in a chromosome, it can be important knowing which algorithm is where. It is important If only similar algorithms are allowed to be paired. The algorithm type can be represented in many different ways. It can be a number, name or some other form of identification. It is not a problem when only using one and one algorithm, but it might be important when having more than one.

4.2.2.2 Mutation

When it comes to mutation there are some problems. The different attributes to the different algorithms do not necessarily have the same accuracy and range. A parameter might be an integer ranging from one to ten, and another might be a float between zero and one. There are to ways to deal with this problem. One is to try to standardize the algorithm parameters converting the numbers from a pre specified accuracy and range. Then all the values can be mutated quite easy, and then converted back to the specified accuracy and range. There are some problems with this approach, not just the rewriting of the algorithms. It might also cause problems if using some gauss function when mutating numbers. One example here can be if a parameter can only have two values, one and zero. When the parameter is changed in another scale and range, is might be that the parameter is almost never changed to the other value. Another possibility is to add extra information about the numbers. The information could be accuracy and range of the parameters. This will make more work and more information to keep track of.

The chromosomes contain algorithms, and the algorithms all have different attributes. This gives several possible ways to mutate a chromosome. For example:

- Mutating an random part even across algorithm boundaries
- Mutating an attribute to an algorithm
- Mutation an algorithm with attributes

All three types of mutation have advantages and problems. The best solution is probably to use more than one of these alternatives when making the system.

If trying to mutate across algorithm boundaries [Figure 4-3] there are some problems. If the change improves one algorithm, it might be bad for the next. Also the values that are mutated do not necessarily have a connection. This mean that connected attributes are not mutated together, at least only by coincidence. This may cause the genetic algorithm to use more time.
Only mutating one attribute each mutation [Figure 4-4], can make the genetic algorithm very slow. It also might be very difficult to get a wide enough spread in the search space without having a very large start pool.

Mutating all the attributes in an algorithm is the third option. When all the attributes in an algorithm is simultaneously changed, no parts of the existing and maybe successful algorithm is kept. This means that there is just as probable to get a good algorithm the first time the algorithm is generated, as when it is mutated. When all the attributes are replaced it is possible to change the kind of algorithm also [Figure 4-5]. This can help to change sequences of algorithms in the chromosomes. If the algorithm is changed, it might be a problem that the new algorithm might have a different number of attributes.
4.2.2.3 Pairing

There are several ways to pair chromosomes or algorithms. The one pairing method that is the most common is crossover and is the one considered here. Some of the same problems as with morphing are with pairing too. Making a crossover between two chromosomes of different kind can cause problems. One problem is if the parameters that are crossed do not have a common range and accuracy. It is best to have uniform values when pairing parameters. If the values are not uniform in pairing the values can get corrupted. Even if the values are uniform, there may still be problems with how many parameters the different algorithms have. This will also affect the rest of the chromosomes. When pairing two algorithms, something has to be done with the extra parameters on the largest algorithm or chromosome. It is possible to ignore the extra attributes or put in some extra values in the shortest algorithm or chromosome. Putting in extra attributes can make some values in good chromosomes or algorithms prevail even though they are not contributing to the result. If ignoring the last parameters in the longest algorithm or chromosome, it will cause those parts not to improve. This will cause the genetic algorithm to miss some parts of the search space.

Pairing of similar algorithms is possible [Figure 4-6]. It is far fetched to try to find chromosomes with the same sequence of algorithms, but it is possible to find equal algorithms to pair. The problem is how to find the equal algorithms. One way is to store knowledge about which algorithms are where. It might also be useful to have a register over which algorithms are where. With a register like this it is easy to find to algorithms that are similar. There are many possible schemes to choose a kind of algorithm, for example how many algorithms there are of each type. Fitness based selection is also possible. One way to do this easy is to store the fitness value along with the algorithm in the register.

![Figure 4-6](image-url)
It is easy to find two chromosomes of the same type, if you have a register. Without a register there are two different methods. Both methods will use some extra processing time to find the algorithms. One of the methods is to choose a chromosome based on fitness value. When an algorithm is chosen a search through the other chromosomes for similar algorithms is made. Then when all the similar algorithms are found, the second algorithm is chosen based on the chromosomes’ fitness. The second algorithm chosen, is chosen based both on type of algorithm and of fitness of the chromosome. The other method is to choose two chromosomes. They can be chosen either by random or by fitness. If the two chromosomes do not have the same algorithm, two new chromosomes are chosen. This method not only favors fitness but also algorithms that occur often in the gene pool. How much extra work is generated, because of chromosomes not having the similar algorithms, depends on how many algorithms there are in each chromosome. If the gene pool contains the same number of algorithms of all the different algorithms, then the probability of pairing is the same.

It might be preferable to try to change the ordering of the algorithms. This can be done by pairing chromosomes on algorithm level [Figure 4-7]. Here you get some of the same problems like with mutation of whole algorithms. The problem lies in knowing which algorithms are where, the number of parameters and choice of structure. It is important if you have a constant or variable length on the chromosomes. A constant length will only give room for uniform crossover, while a variable length will give room for a non uniform crossover.

![Figure 4-7 Pairing of chromosomes](image)

**4.2.2.4 Search space**

The number of chromosomes you need to search the whole search space, depends on how many algorithms and how many parameters the different algorithms have. It might be possible to reduce the search space in different ways. One possibility is to use a kind of pre evaluation that say something of the properties in the image. This may give some sort of guidance on what the start gene pool should contain. Another is by combining other gene pools that already exist [Figure 4-8]. How to make these gene pools is under experience in the next section.
One problem that is always with genetic algorithm is time. It is a very big search space and many algorithms that have to be run to test the different chromosomes. This amounts to a lot of processing time. There are some ways to better the situation. The main areas are choice of language, choice of segmentation algorithms and increasing the efficiency of the algorithms. It might also be possible to do some parallel processing and/or make a distributed processing system. This will save time, but not processing. The time issue is not given much attention in this report, because of the uncertainty without proper testing and experiments.

### 4.2.2.5 Evolution

Evolution is the transformation of the gene pool. The best way of doing this depends on the search space. There are different ways of manipulating the search of the genetic algorithms. One common scheme that will work well on this system is simulated annealing. There are many places in the algorithm where simulated annealing can be used. How simulated annealing will perform in the different places in the genetic algorithm can be difficult to predict without thorough testing. The most common places to do simulated annealing are:

- the selection process
- the mutation process
- the rate of mutation and pairing

In the selection process it is not necessarily only in the weighting of the fitness simulated annealing is used. It can also be used for selecting type of function to use. In the mutation process it may be used to change the variance in selection of new parameters. It should be used with different distribution for the different attributes with different range and accuracy. The frequency of mutation and pairing can also be changed when reaching the best fitness. It might be desirable to change the frequency of attribute pairing and chromosome pairing. These suggestions can give a very good control in the development of the algorithm when the chromosomes get better and better.
4.2.2.6 Experience

It might be wise with a more long term storing of the gene pools to keep the accumulated experience. One gene pool for each domain can avoid conflicting domains deteriorating the pool. This also makes it possible to start images form the same domain with a pre compiled gene pool. Each new image will train the pool a little more. This training can also continue when the program is used when the “training period” is over. In this way the system will be in constant training and constantly improving. How much of the gene pool that is kept as a long term pool is difficult to say. A smaller gene pool will give less processing each time you get a new image unless it is padded with new fresh chromosomes. It will also give less possibility to improve. How much of the pool that is kept should be based on what it is going to be used for.

The gene pool’s usage is not necessarily limited to its own domain. If there are domains with similarities, it might be desirable to take some genes from more than one long term gene pool and mix as a start pool. This might make the start gene pool better than just taking from one long term pool. It is really difficult to find out if these schemes help significantly or helps at all. It will depend on the properties of the different domains, and how the rest of the genetic algorithm is functioning.

A finished gene pool can be stored for use by other programs than genetic algorithms. It might be for some program that segment images inside one domain, or if the program can automatically choose between domains based on previous stored information. An example of this is Case based reasoning (CBR). A genetic algorithm like this could make the case base in the CBR-program.

4.2.3 Fitness function

A fitness function for such a system has to be based on some mode. There are many ways to describe images and segments. It can be everything from manually segmented models to statistical or descriptive models. The problem is to compare the models of what you are trying to find and the test segmentation. Preferably the result tells how far from the perfect goal the test segmentation is. To make a function that does this across many different domains is very difficult. One solution might be to just take a pixel for pixel comparison. There are a number of problems with this:

- Every image has to be manually segmented
- The object can not be placed other places in the image
- A function calculating fitness based on hits and misses has to be devised

A pixel by pixel comparison will not give credit for round shapes or anything like that. It will also be a quite big job doing the manual segmentation, and of course it will not be automatic for new images. It might still be useful for making a case base for CBR.

There might be some sort of representation that may be generic enough that it will be sufficient for several domains. Mostly it will depend on the different domains. If divided into different domains, there are some choices to make on a domain to domain basis. The choices made should reflect the segmentation goal in that domain. It is a big difference segmenting all
the patches in a patchwork quilt and segmenting a ball on a desk, and this should be reflected in the fitness function for the domain.

It is also possible to do some more high level evaluation of the images, for determining the fitness. It can be relations between segments and so on. This will take quite some time for each chromosome. The method for calculation the fitness value should be compared to the time it takes to run each chromosome. If each chromosome take a lot of time, then it can be good to have a quite large fitness function. This will make a good fitness function needs fewer chromosomes to find an acceptable value, because of fewer local minima/maxima. Fewer chromosomes will lead to a faster genetic algorithm. The problem is to make fitness function as accurate as possible within reasonable time.

4.2.4 Result representation

The results of the genetic algorithm are more than the gene pool. It is also the result from the segmentations and how many pairings and mutation that is made. All these results have to be available for analysis and improvement. The information that might be interesting to save is:

- The result images
- The chromosomes’ fitness
- The chromosomes in each generation
- The pairings
- The mutations

There are several ways to store information like this. All this information has to be linked in some way or another to be effective for analysis, and the representation form is important for easing the analysis. One way is to put some of the information as name for the different images. This will make it easier to link it to other information that is textual.
5 Construction

This chapter is about the implementation and the choices made when making the system and some of the reasons for those choices. The first segment is about the choices for the system. The second segment is how the choices are implemented and realized.

5.1 Choices

The system that is made is a genetic algorithm with an algorithm pool with segmentation and preprocessing algorithms. It is only a test system, and not a full system with many different features. The idea is make a system to test the feasibility and possible advantages. Some parts are made for this paper and some are improvements and adjusted parts from “fordypningsprosjekt” [1]. In addition some external libraries are used.

5.1.1 Segmentation algorithms

The algorithms that are translated or come from external libraries in the previous system are kept as they were. These algorithms are:

- Mean Shift algorithm
- Maximum Likelihood algorithm
- Split Merge algorithm

The algorithms Maximum Likelihood and Split Merge have approximately the same search space. Mean Shift have a much larger search space.

A threshold algorithm from “fordypningsprosjekt” is expanded to a multi threshold algorithm. This gives the threshold algorithm more possibilities and makes the search space much bigger. This makes the search space for the different algorithms more even. In addition two new algorithms are implemented. These are:

- EdgeBased algorithm
- Watershed algorithm

The EdgeBased algorithm has a Sobel filter for enhancing the edges [7]. The watershed uses the general algorithm idea explained earlier. Both algorithms are made partially from scratch and have approximately the same search space, but smaller than the other algorithms. This is because these algorithms are more process driven and not that attribute driven. The upside is that they make more diversity in the algorithm pool.

There are no single preprocessing algorithms in the pool. The closest to preprocessing in this system are smoothing part tied into a couple of algorithms. This is for speeding up the algorithms and for limiting the memory usage.
5.1.2 Genetic algorithm

The system uses the same basic genetic algorithm as in “fordypningsprosjekt”, to save time implementing. It is based on an external library that has been modified and fixed. When making this system, some parts have been changed to make it fit the purpose of this system better.

The first thing about the genetic algorithm is the structuring of the genes. It is a tree structure with two layers [Figure 5-1]. The first layer contains which algorithms are where and in which order. The second layer contains which parameters the algorithms are using. There are several reasons for making two layers in the chromosomes, but the biggest reason it that this structure makes it easy to change algorithms that do not have the same number of attributes. Also it makes no difference which algorithm is where, and it is easy to add and remove segmentation algorithms from the algorithm pool.

The structure makes every algorithm equal to the chromosome, in that way that there is no difference in what you can do with it. The only thing that separate the different algorithms, is that only similar algorithms can pair on an attribute level. To mutate and pair algorithms in a functional way, it is up to the algorithms themselves to do this when told to. The order to do this comes from the genetic algorithm.

The attributes to the segmentation algorithms have not been forced to change range. All the attributes are stored as float numbers. Each algorithm has a set of attributes, and specifies the range of the values. Float numbers are chosen because it can accommodate both integers and floats. Integers are made with a quick truncation. This method let the different algorithms have different ranges and accuracies.
5.1.2.1 Mutation

Both algorithm and chromosomes can be mutated in this system. The algorithm mutation is only a one attribute mutation [Figure 5-1], and that is why it is important to be able to mutate whole algorithms too. The mutation of chromosomes is really mutation of whole algorithms and gives the possibility to change the type of algorithm [Figure 5-2]. This gives the possibility to search more different combinations of algorithms. The mutation of attributes takes care of the smaller mutation and small adjustments. The chromosome mutation takes care of the bigger changes. This is done by will making new random algorithm from the pool of algorithms. All the algorithms can take over for each other, or take over for another version of itself. The algorithms created will not just be the algorithm, but also randomly selected attributes. This is also needed when making a new start pool. There is not made an attempt to make relations between the different algorithms when mutating whole algorithms.

![Figure 5-1 Algorithm mutation](image1)

![Figure 5-2 Chromosome mutation](image2)
5.1.2.2 Pairing

Both algorithms and chromosomes can be paired in this system. Both parings are done as a single point crossover. The pairing of chromosomes is just taking two chromosomes and taking a single point non uniform crossover with algorithms as the smallest entity [Figure 5-3]. It has to be non uniform because there may be different lengths of the different chromosomes.

The pairing of two algorithms has to be with two algorithms of the same kind. This is to avoid any problems with the number of attributes. The pairing of the two algorithms is a uniform one point crossover. It has to be a uniform crossover because of the equal length both before and after pairing. The problem when trying to pair two algorithms is that there is no register over where the different algorithms are. This is because of trying to keep the genetic algorithm as simple as possible, but it makes it difficult to find two algorithms that are the same. To do this, all the chromosomes have to be searched through to find out which algorithms are where.

5.1.2.3 Selection

Both for mutation and pairing it is needed to choose chromosomes, algorithms and parameters from the gene pool. The selection of the chromosomes is happening by ranking the chromosomes based on fitness. How big the difference in fitness value does not matter when using a ranking system. When algorithms or attributes are wanted, they are just picked at random from the selected chromosome. This is because there are no intermediate fitness values, only one fitness value for the whole chromosome. It helps to keep the genetic algorithm as simple as possible.
5.1.2.4 Evolution

The best chromosome is kept without mutation or pairing. This is to ensure that the best gene is kept, even though it is just pure luck. There are more chromosomes that are not mutated or paired, but this is random. Only the worst chromosome is always forced to either mutate or be paired to get to the next generation.

Simulated annealing is not implemented, and there is not made any special way to stop the genetic algorithm. This is because the library used for genetic algorithm does not support it. To stop the genetic algorithms, only the number of generation is used. That means that the number of generations has to be set based on the problem at hand. It might cause some extra problems to get the right number of generation. Often it might be wise to have too many generations than too few.

5.1.3 Fitness function

This system has a simple pixel by pixel fitness function. This means that every image has to be manually segmented. This is not a big problem because it is only a test system. The pixel by pixel comparison gives only hits and misses. The challenge is to use these numbers as good as possible. Several different functions were tried. Some testing was done until the choice fell on a very simple function of taking hit minus miss, but not allowing negative numbers.

The function tries to match each segment to each reference segment. The segment that has the highest hit minus miss value is chosen. The fitness value is the sum of these numbers for the different reference segments. This function is very simple, but is converging nicely towards the best image. The only problem is that the function does not converge satisfactory when miss is more that hit. The reason for not allowing negative scores is that one segment could then ruin the fitness even though the other segments are good. Also it would be difficult to choose between a small hit with big misses and no hits but few misses [Figure 5-].

![Figure 5-5](image)

5.1.4 Result representation

When it come to the long term gene pool, the gene pool is only stored as text. All the chromosomes in the generation with matching fitness are stored as text. The images made by the genes are also stored. There is not made a method for loading chromosomes in this
system. This gives only insight in the time it takes from scratch and not the time from a carefully prepared gene pool. Loading chromosomes is not implemented because it will take a lot of time to calibrate the inclusion of chromosomes from stored gene pools.

5.1.5 Dataflow

Below is a data flow diagram for the system [Figure 5-4]. The path to the left follows the image and the comparison. The path to the left follows the chromosomes in the genetic algorithm.

![Dataflow Diagram](image-url)
5.2 Implementation

The source code, a running version and JavaDoc is put on the CD that comes with this paper.

The programming language used in this system is Java. The main problem with Java is the speed, but this it is a test program and need not to be very fast. The parts of the system from “fordypningsprosjekt” were also made in Java. The development platform is Eclipse [44]. The system consists of:

- external libraries
- code from “fordypningsprosjekt” that is improved or changed,
- code made for this project

5.2.1 Functionality

This chapter explains which inputs are required and which outputs that are given. The system is a command-line based. It is not made a graphic user interface on the system, because the system is many processing images and very little interaction.

5.2.1.1 Input

There are inputs of two images and some attributes.

The two images are the original image that is to be segmented and the manually segmented image. Both images have to be of the same size and preferable be .bmp images with a colour depth of 24 bit. The path to the manually segmented image is one of the attributes, the images to segment is located in the tilSegmentering folder.

The attributes are for setting parameters for the genetic algorithm. In correct order, the parameters are the following:

- The path to the manually segmented image
- The folder for the image to segment
- The destination file for textual output
- The probability for paring to occur
- Maximum number of algorithms when generating new chromosomes
- The size of the gene pool
- Probability of crossover when pairing
- Random selection probability without regard of fitness
- The number of generation to run
- The probability mutating or pairing between chromosomes not algorithms

There are used some different representation for this parameters. Some are integers, and some are float or text. The reason for all the different kind of values is both because how they are used and also because of the external library.
5.2.1.2 Output

For each chromosome there are generated an image that is stored in the outImages folder. The filename is constructed by concatenating information about the picture, and is constructed like this:

```
img_”fitness”_”100000/fitness”_”generation”_” chromosome number”.bmp
```

In addition to all the images that are stored the generation information is stored in a “results.txt” file located in the source folder. This file contains the following:

- The name of the image that is loaded and tried to segment
- The name of the different algorithms followed by their parameters
- The number for the generation and the fitness of the chromosome
- The crossovers and mutations made from generation to generation.
- If two algorithms are equal and an chromosome is replaced

5.2.2 External libraries

The system uses three different external libraries. These are:

- The jEdison library[46]
- The KUIM System[45]
- Java Genetic Algorithm library[47]

**Semgmentation**

The jEdison[46] library contains a Mean Shift algorithm and is directly used in the system. This library previously translated from C++.

The KUIM System[46] library contains both a Split Merge algorithm and a Maximum Likelihood. It was in C so it was translated for the “fordypningsprosjekt”.

**Genetic algorithm**

To avoid making the whole basic motor for the genetic algorithm, the GALib(Java Genetic Algorithm (JAR) library) [47] is used. The library had some shortcomings for its use in this system, so it is done several changes and bug fixes to the core of the library. One problem that is not fixed is that it does not have the possibility to set different stop criteria.

5.2.3 Program Structure

This chapter show the structure of the packages and classes, and which packages are using the other ones. Most of the packages in the no.ntnu.stud.imageUnderstanding package, are using the classes in that package. All the packages are shown here in the figure below [Figure 5-5]. A complete class diagram over the system and the different packages are in [Appendix A].
5.2.3.1 imageUnderstanding

The name imageUnderstanding is kept from the system in “fordypningsprosjekt”. It is the root package, and contains the whole system except the external libraries. The classes contained in this package are:

- App
- Algorithm
- ImageException
- NotColorImageException
- NotGreyImageException
- XImage

The App class is the start-up class for the system. This class contains the main method, but it is just a small class and contains little functionality.

The Algorithm class is a quite important class. This is the super-class for all the algorithm gene classes (the wrapper classes for the segmentation algorithms). This class makes it possible to put classes that inherits from this class into an chromosome. The Algorithm class has to be updated every time an algorithm is removed or added to the system. This is because of the random selection of algorithms. To make the random selection easy the algorithm class contains a list over the different algorithm gene classes. For a test program it is not a problem, but means that if algorithms are to be removed or added, some of the source code has to be changed. The actual selection is just a random number from 0 to the number of algorithms.
The NotColorImageException and NotGreyImageException classes are subclasses of the ImageException class. The purpose of these classes is to handle problems and avoid unexpected crashes. They are typically used when checking if the image is loaded before accessing the data, or when colour or grey images are needed.

The XImage class contains the image, and makes it easy to access the image data. It is a wrapper class over the classes BufferedImage and WritableRaster [48]. In addition to this it also has some other features. Some of these features are:

- Colour conversion from colour to grey scale or the other way around.
- Making clones of an image.
- Reading and writing of images to file.

The class also contain several different functions for accessing the image data.

5.2.3.2 imageUnderstanding.SegmentationPool

This package is for wrapping the segmentation algorithms. This makes a uniform appearance even when dealing with external libraries. There is one wrapper class for each algorithm. The wrapper classes used in the system are:

- EdgeBasedGene
- MaximumLikelihoodGene
- MeanShiftGene
- MultiThesholdGene
- SplitMergeGene
- WatershedGene

Besides wrapping the segmentation algorithms with almost the same names, they also contain the information about the attributes. For each segmentation algorithm attribute, these wrapper classes contain three numbers. The numbers represent:

- The present attribute value
- The minimum value for that attribute
- The maximum value for that attribute

The present attribute values are the only values that change during the running of the system. The others are set when making the wrapper classes. The classes also contain the name of the class for result purposes, and it takes care of any image conversions needed before running the algorithm.
5.2.3.3 imageUnderstanding.GA

The GA package is a wrapper class between the system and the external library GALib (Java Genetic Algorithm (JAR) library). The representation of the chromosomes is also here. The classes contained in this package are:

- ChromInterface
- ChromIU
- GAImageUnderstanding

The ChromInterface class is purely a wrapper class to encase the chromosomes in the GALib library.

The ChromIU class is the implementation of the top level of the structure of the chromosomes. It contains an array of algorithms and is responsible for running the functions in the Algorithm class. It also checks if it contains a certain algorithm if asked. This is for finding two similar algorithms for pairing purposes.

The GAImageUnderstanding class inherit the GALib main class, and is the core of the genetic algorithm. This class controls most of the genetic algorithm functions such as:

- Pairing
- Mutation
- Fitness evaluation
- Making new chromosomes
- Loading images

It only controls those tasks in the sense that is start the other classes responsible for those tasks. This class does not do the selection of chromosomes, or the keeping and sorting of chromosomes. This is done by the GALib main class.

5.2.3.4 imageUnderstanding.Evaluation

The Evaluation package is for calculating the fitness of the chromosomes. The classes in this package are:

- Evaluation
- SegmentContainer

The Evaluation class is the class where the fitness is calculated. The evaluation can be written like this in pseudo code:
Fitness = 0
For each reference segment do
    Calculate hit for each segment for evaluation
    Calculate miss for each segment for evaluation
    For each segment for evaluation find max value
        If hit > miss
            Value = hit - miss
        Else
            Value = 1
        End
    Fitness = Fitness + Max (Value)
End

This algorithm is quite simple but effective. It also leaves some decision up to the person manually segmenting the images on what should be valued. This is done by carefully selecting the segments in the image.

The SegmentContainer class is just a dummy class for keeping track of the segments when calculating hit and miss for each segment.

### 5.2.3.5 imageUnderstanding.Segmentation

This package contains the segmentation algorithms that are either translated or implemented for the system. Five of the segmentation algorithms are single class algorithms. They are:

- BlobColour
- EdgeBased
- MaximumLikelihoodSeg
- Multithreshold
- SplitMerge

BlobColour class is not actually a segmentation algorithm. It only finds connected regions with the same value and labels them. This is used for dividing the different segments before the fitness evaluation.

The EdgeBased class is a filter algorithm. This means that the actual processing of the image is done with filters. This algorithm uses two Sobel filters as shown in [Figure 5-8].
The filters are run over the image and make two separate images. The values are then put together by using the function $\text{value} = \sqrt{\text{value}_a^2 + \text{value}_b^2}$.

The maximumLikelihoodSeg and SplitMerge classes are just translations from an external library.

The MiltiThresh class is an implementation that can take multiple thresholds, but it is still possible to take a normal threshold with this algorithm. There are two attributes to control the algorithm: seed and delta [Figure 5-9]. Seed is the value as in normal threshold algorithms. Delta controls how big the ranges of values to be joint. It will function as a normal threshold algorithm if the delta is large enough. A large enough delta will make the seed the only splitting point.

![Figure 5-8 Sobel filter](image)

![Figure 5-9 Multi threshold](image)
The last algorithm in the segmentation package is the Watershed algorithm. The watershed algorithms consists of these four classes:

- Basin
- Link
- WatershedStructure
- Watershed

The Basin class contains the information about the basins in the Watershed algorithm. For example the centre coordinates that are used for deciding which basin a pixel belongs to.

The Link class is just a dummy class.

The WatershedStructure keep the preliminary information bout the pixels from the image.

The Watershed algorithm is the main class. First it does some smoothing and filling of the image. This is to reduce the amount of processing done by the algorithm. This also reduces the amount of memory needed for running the algorithm. The rest is closely based on the algorithm described in chapter two. The only part that is not discussed there is the way the algorithm decides which basin the pixel will be a part of. If there are two possible basins for a pixel, the distance from the pixel to the centres of the basins are calculated. The one with the shortest distance gets the pixel. This will favour small basin rather than large ones [Figure 5-10]. This will make the segment more equally large. There are several ways to determine where the pixel will join. Two other examples are joining the pixel with the largest one, or just by random.

![Figure 5-10 Dispute of pixel in watershed](image-url)
6 Results

This chapter presents the input used and the results from the different tests of the program.

6.1 Input images

The program is run several times with different images. All the images are also manually segmented. The segmentation is chosen for the different images to challenge the program. The images used are:

- An ultrasound image
- An image of a lighthouse
- An image of a boy sitting by a river
- A Magnetic Resonance Image

Real size images of the original images are put in [Appendix B] and the real size segmented images in [Appendix C]. The ultrasound image has three different segments that are picked out [Figure 6-1]. It is 100 x 100 pixels large. The difficulty in this picture is the distortion.

![Ultrasound image](image-url)

Figure 6-1 Ultrasound image
The image of the lighthouse has two segments that are picked out [Figure 6-1]. It is 240 x 168 pixels large. The difficulty with this picture is to make the whole lighthouse as one segment including the stairs.

![Figure 6-1  Lighthouse](image1)

The image of a boy sitting by a river has two segments that are picked out [Figure 6-2]. It is 442 x 338 pixels large. The difficulty with this picture is to get the whole boy, and at the same time segment out the stone he is sitting on. The boy is difficult because of his white collar. The stone is difficult because of the subtle edges to the surrounding areas. To segment out both segmentations at the same time is extremely difficult.

![Figure 6-2  Boy sitting by the river](image2)
The Magnetic Resonance Image has two segments that are picked out [Figure 6-3]. It is 227 x 181 pixels large. The difficulty with this picture is the somewhat blurred edges around the segments. This makes it difficult not to merge with the surrounding areas.

Figure 6-3  Magnetic Resonance Image
6.2 Genetic algorithm configuration

This chapter is about the setting of the parameters for the genetic algorithm.

6.2.1 Common parameters

To get some common criteria for the different tests, many of the parameters are the same during all the tests on the images. This is to minimise the bias in the results. The common parameters are:

- The probability for pairing to occur (60 %)
- The probability of pairing (20 %)
- Probability of crossover when pairing (0.6 i.e. 60 %)
- Random selection chance for without regards for fitness (10 %)
- The probability mutating or pairing between chromosomes not algorithms (0.3 i.e. 30%)

These values may not be the best values, but at least they will give a more common starting point.

6.2.2 Variable parameters

Some parameters are changed to do different tests. These parameters are:

- Maximum number of algorithms when making new chromosomes
- Number of chromosomes in each generation
- The number of generation

If the maximum number of algorithms is set to one, there will only be algorithms that are one algorithm long. This is because after pairing chromosomes, both chromosomes have to have at least one algorithm. When it is set higher than one, the different chromosomes can grow larger than the initial maximum by pairing.
6.3 Tests

The tests are not large enough to say something definitive about the quality of the system, but can give some idea of it. Some samples of results are put in [Appendix D].

6.3.1 Test one

The first test of the systems is between single algorithms and sequences of algorithms. The parameters are set to:

- 20 generations
- 20 chromosomes per generation

For the single algorithms, each algorithm is run with a maximum chromosome length of 1. For the sequence with all the algorithms available, the maximum start length of the chromosomes is set to 3. The six first single algorithm searches are much more exhaustive because of the smaller search space. The results are in the table below [Table 6-1]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge Based</th>
<th>Max. Like</th>
<th>Mean Shift</th>
<th>Multi thresh</th>
<th>Split Merge</th>
<th>Watershed</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mag. Res. Image</td>
<td>2814</td>
<td>2865</td>
<td>3228</td>
<td>2689</td>
<td>2412</td>
<td>1625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>3181</td>
<td>5814</td>
<td>3711</td>
<td>3967</td>
<td>3951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>5458</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>6412</td>
<td>5164</td>
<td>5989</td>
<td>6042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasound</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>1543</td>
<td>2497</td>
<td>2230</td>
<td>1553</td>
<td>1264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>11513</td>
<td>8885</td>
<td>17951</td>
<td>13794</td>
<td>13921</td>
<td>12882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2878.25</td>
<td>2221.25</td>
<td>4487.75</td>
<td>3448.5</td>
<td>3480.25</td>
<td>3220.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Mean Shift algorithm has a clear advantage on the other single algorithms. Only the one with all the algorithms and the possibility to make a sequence of algorithms has done better.
6.3.2 Test two

This is for finding the time used by the different algorithms. The system is run with each algorithm for each image. Every run consists of 20 segmentations including fitness evaluation. The results are in the table below [Table 6-2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Edge Based Max. Like Mean Shift Multi thresh Split Merge Watershed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasound image</td>
<td>00:20 00:21 02:33 00:19 00:32 00:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse</td>
<td>01:03 01:19 04:55 01:08 01:16 02:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boy by the river</td>
<td>03:07 03:34 18:30 02:58 03:04 10:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.R. Image</td>
<td>00:55 01:04 03:05 00:55 01:09 02:20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The slowest algorithm is the slowest for all the images, but also the best single algorithm. All the algorithms are responding to the images approximately the same way in used processing time. This is probably because of the size differences.

6.3.3 Test three

This is a running of the genetic algorithm with all the algorithms available, but with different number of chromosomes per generation. This time it is only for 10 generations, and on the ultrasound image. The results were [Table 6-3]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10 chromosomes</th>
<th>30 chromosomes</th>
<th>50 chromosomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round 1</td>
<td>2319</td>
<td>2699</td>
<td>2662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 2</td>
<td>1539</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>2673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 3</td>
<td>2325</td>
<td>2539</td>
<td>2274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show a tendency to get worse the fewer chromosomes there are as should be expected. Also the results are closer together for the “50 chromosome” tests than the others.

6.3.4 Sequences of algorithms

The different sequences from test one and three that gave significantly better results that the single algorithms are (attributes omitted):

- Lighthouse: Mean Shift, Mean Shift, Watershed Fitness = 7434
- Ultrasound Image: Multi threshold, Split Merge, Mean Shift Fitness = 2662
- Ultrasound Image: Split Merge, Mean Shift Fitness = 2673
- Ultrasound Image: Mean Shift, Multi Threshold Fitness = 2699
All the different sequences contains Mean Shift, but in different places. This means that there are many different locale maxima when dealing with such a genetic algorithm.

### 6.4 Discussion

When looking at the results, there are a couple of things with this system that should be done differently. The first is to do a tougher check on the segmentation methods. This is because Mean Shift algorithm was much better than the other segmentation algorithms. This may have been bad for the results, but even with this problem the sequencing algorithm were better than the single Mean Shift algorithm. Because of smaller search spaces, the single algorithms had an advantage over the sequence. This can be corrected if using a lot of time and chromosomes.

The other thing is the parameters for the genetic algorithm. More testing and tuning should be done before using the different segmentation algorithms. This should be done because it may give some better results for both the sequencing algorithm and for the other algorithms. It will also give some extra insight.

The rest of the system worked very well. The chromosomes functioned as expected and did their job well, and most of the design seems to be slow, but functional.

### 6.5 Further improvements

This is just a test program and has some missing features. The parts that have to be worked on to make this a solid program are the following:

- A new automatic fitness function
- Reduce processing time
- Consider parallel processing
- Re-evaluate segmentation algorithms

A way to automatically evaluate the fitness without manually segmenting each image is quite hard to make, but is a necessity if such a program was to segment images on its own. Reduction of the processing time can easily be achieved by changing the programming language, and also optimizing the different algorithms. The parallel processing shortens the time before an answer but not the processing time. Parallel processing can be done by spreading the chromosomes on the different computers. The re-evaluation of the segmentation algorithms will potentially give a more even algorithm base to work with, and maybe also pre-processing algorithms.
7 Conclusion

The fitness of the combined algorithm is good in comparison with the other algorithms. The improvements done by the multi algorithms scheme in comparison with the best single algorithm in the test are:

- Average improvement 3.54 %
- Maximum improvement 15.94 %

This show some improvement, but there is some “luck” in the picture when running genetic algorithms, so more testing is recommended.

The drawback with this genetic algorithm is the processing time. It takes a lot of time to run the algorithm, and it is not certain that it will come up with an answer that is optimal. Even with these problems it has potential to become a good tool in segmentation. Especially if there are put in adequate number of chromosomes.

The test system has shown that this kind of system is quite feasible and has the potential to give good results.
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Appendix A

This appendix contains the class diagram for the different packages in the system [A - 1] [A - 2] [A - 3] [A - 4] [A - 5] and a complete class diagram for the whole system [A - 6].
A - 2 SegmentationPool package

A - 3 Segmentation package
A - 4 GA package

A - 5 Evaluation package
A - 6 complete class diagram
Appendix B

This appendix contains the not segmented images in the original sizes. These images are [B - 1] [B - 2] [B - 3] [B - 4].

B - 1 Ultrasound image

B - 2 Lighthouse

B - 3 Boy sitting by a river
B - 4  Magnetic Resonance Image
Appendix C

This appendix contains the manually segmented images in the original sizes. These images are [C - 1] [C - 2] [C - 3] [C - 4].

C - 1 Ultrasound image

C - 2 Lighthouse

C - 3 Boy sitting by a river
C - 4 Magnetic Resonance Image
Appendix D

This appendix contains some examples of the different segmentations of the pictures. They are posted from bad to good for each image [D - 1] [D - 2] [D - 3] [D - 4] [D - 5] [D - 6] [D - 7] [D - 8] [D - 9].
D - 6  Boy sitting by a river

D - 7  Boy sitting by a river